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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

RENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTION 2 Sided, Low Noise Nestable Roll Container -
1715x800x720mm
SKU 46214

Nestable 2 sided low noise roll container with 2 fixed and 2 swivel
castors. The cage is made of galvanised metal and is a strong and
durable unit for transporting or storing products in the warehouse or
during transport. The roll container has a load capacity of 350kg and
external dimensions of 1715x800x720mm.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material Metal

Status New

Inside dimension lenght 790

Inside dimension width 670

Inside dimension height 1500

Outside dimension lenght 800

Outside dimension width 720

Outside dimension height 1715

Carry weight 500

Bottom Metal

Product new, for rent

Type
2-sided Roll containers, Nesting
Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This 2 sided roll container is made of galvanised metal and has a
nestable A frame construction. The container has a metal grid base and
larger grid infill for the sides. The cage can be nested so that you can
save space whilst the containers are not in use or are being transported.
The roll container has 2 PU fixed castors and 2 PU swivel castors, making
the unit very easy to manoeuver and use around the warehouse. The
outside dimensions are 1715x800x720mm and the interna dimensions
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are 1500x790x670mm. The container has a static load capacity of
350kg.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/2-sided-low-noise-nestable-roll-container-
1715x800x720mm-46214
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